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With summer break approaching, children may not want to continue reading. Encouraging your children to read throughout the summer will give them an
advantage when they return to school. Here are some ...
12 Books for Toddlers to Teens That Will Have Kids Reading All Summer Long
Your baby can hear a lot while they are in your womb, so reading to them is a super important way to bond and give them a head start on their vocab.
Reading To Your Baby During Pregnancy Is Worth The Book Club With Your Belly Button
Reading “The Amateur Hour” by University of Pennsylvania Professor Jonathan Zimmerman reminds the reader of the advice Neal Page gave Del Griffith
in “Planes, Trains and Automobiles.” “Here’s a good ...
Penn professor writes messy book about ‘history of college teaching’: BOOK REVIEW
How can the upstart Phoenix Suns defeat the mighty Los Angeles Lakers if Chris Paul isn’t at 100 percent? Simple. They’re going to do it by the
Book.Start the day smarter. Get ...
Moore column: How can the Suns beat LA if Chris Paul is hurt? They're going play it by D. Book
As in the new book "The Ground Breaking" by Scott Ellsworth, you're rattled. In their last season without responsibility, twelve-year-old Scott Ellsworth
and his buddies spent the summer of 1966 ...
Book Review: 'The Ground Breaking' breaks decades-long silence
From Homer to Helen Keller, the metaphors we use about vision and blindness wield great, misleading power.
‘There Plant Eyes’ Review: Blindness and Insight
Reading Rocks is a free summertime reading program designed to stop the “summer slide,” or loss of reading that occurs over the summer school break.
Starting Monday, June 14 through ...
Reading Rocks announces 2021 volunteer opportunities
Dominika Pindor received the one-star review on Goodreads after a reader discovered she was born in Poland, but the story behind it has been unfolding on
Twitter.
Author Rejects Claims Xenophobic One-Star Book Review Was a Twitter Hoax
The book tasting is a monthly book review segment produced by the City of Richland to highlight unique reads that can be found in the Richland library,
complete with free kits people can bring home.
Richland Librarian Puts Unique Twist On Book Reviews
When I agreed to review the book ... presumptuous for this reviewer to suggest that the book should be added to the required reading lists of local high
school seniors. However, if every graduate ...
Book review: Essential reading for Fredericksburg-area residents
Your legs felt as though they were made of rubber. It was like walking on a bed of marbles, like wearing roller skates on a waterbed. Your arms flailed for
something steady but whether this was an ...
Book Review: ‘The Ground Breaking: An American City and Its Search for Justice’ by Scott Ellsworth
Fantasy – Epic book “The Last Portal” by Robert Cole, currently available at Readers’ Favorite is one of the largest book review and award contest sites on
the Internet. They have earned the respect ...
Author’s new book “The Last Portal” receives a warm literary welcome
‘My Sister, the Serial Killer’ by Oyinkan Braithwaite is the seventh book I have read this quarter. I am currently reading Trevor ... can be a publisher. Peer
review in the traditional ...
What they’re reading
Van Richten’s Guide to Ravenloft, the newest book for Dungeons & Dragons, has a shocking omission. While it details nearly 40 different horror-themed
settings, each with their own powerful villains, ...
D&D’s new book has a setting other than ‘Kill’
“The other Sunday, I went to see my sister,” is the first line in the pocket novel “A Sunday in Ville–d’Avray,” by Dominique Barbéris. So simple a phrase
recounts the beginning of ...
Book review: 'A Sunday in Ville d'Avray' is a story about sisters and secrets
It’s such a tender, autumnal book. Describe your ideal reading experience (when, where, what, how). In the bath, with a beer, topping up the hot water with
my toe. I’d live in the bath if I could.
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Olivia Laing’s Reading Piles Are Far From Organized
Put “Under the Southern Sky," the latest novel by North Carolina’s rising star Kristy Woodson Harvey, on your reading list, right at the top. Over the last
several years, with stand-alone ...
Book review: N.C. author's latest novel should soar to top of your reading list
As slight and zippy as its titular bird, "The Hummingbirds' Gift: Wonder, Beauty and Renewal on Wings" is a fine way to spend an hour or so this spring.
Sy Montgomery fans may have already read it ...
Book review: A hummingbird book that's like them — zippy and fun
"I still like Dr. Seuss, so I decided to read Green Eggs and Ham," McCarthy tweeted Friday with a video of himself reading the book ... the field as part of
our review process.
Rep. Kevin McCarthy posts video reading Dr. Seuss book after 6 other titles canceled over 'racist' imagery
The Reading Circle has concluded the current year and will resume meeting next fall. Final book reviews were presented by Paula McNitt, Kathy Wright,
and Sallie Cougill. The book selected by Paula ...
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